Cinedigm to License Its Theatrical Distribution System to Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
to Manage North American Theatrical Distribution
Cinedigm's TDS Software Will Manage All Key Aspects of Domestic Movies Distribution
HOLLYWOOD, CA -- (MARKET WIRE) -- 06/14/11 -- Cinedigm Digital Cinema Corp (NASDAQ: CIDM) announced today that
Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. ("WBEI") has entered into an agreement to license Cinedigm's Theatrical Distribution System
("TDS") to serve as the platform for WBEI's application to manage key aspects of WBEI's theatrical distribution to its domestic
territories. Application functionality is expected to include release planning, booking, print management, revenue accruals,
settlements, payments and reporting. Cinedigm expects that implementation will be completed by fall 2011.
Cinedigm's TDS is a powerful accounting and release management solution designed specifically for movie distributors of all
sizes. TDS streamlines the workflow associated with movie releases, integrates with all other key internal and vendor systems
and manages all related transactions and business data, while providing real-time financial and management reporting.
About Cinedigm
Cinedigm is a leader in providing the services, experience, technology and content critical to transforming movie theaters into
digital and networked entertainment centers. The company partners with Hollywood movie studios, independent movie
distributors, and exhibitors to bring movies in digital cinema format to audiences across the country. Cinedigm's digital cinema
deployment organization, software, satellite and hard drive digital movie delivery network; pre-show in-theater advertising
services; and marketing and distribution platform for alternative content such as CineLive ® 3-D and 2-D sports and concerts,
thematic programming and independent movies is a cornerstone of the digital cinema transformation. Cinedigm ™ and
Cinedigm Digital Cinema Corp. ™ are trademarks of
Cinedigm Digital Cinema Corp. www.cinedigm.com (CIDM-G)
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